
 
Year 3 English Task – Monday 22nd June 2020 

 
Parents and Children: Hi everybody, I hope you had a wonderful weekend. This week we will look at nouns and pronouns, how 

we handle speech in our writing and practise some comprehension skills. 

 

Let’s start with a recap on and practise of, writing speech.  

 

Remember:  
a When you are writing, inverted commas (also called speech marks) show when someone is speaking. Inverted commas go 
before and after any words that a character says (known as direct speech). 
For example: "I'm hungry," complained Goldilocks. 
 

b If another character replies, the rule is to use another set of inverted commas and put the new person speaking on a new line. 
For example: 
"There’s some porridge on the stove,” said mum. 
"But I've already had some porridge today!” exclaimed Goldilocks. 
 

c Any punctuation goes inside the inverted commas at the end of what the character is saying. There is always a punctuation 
mark before the final inverted commas. 
 

If you need a further reminder about inverted commas try looking at the clip below 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjm6pg8 

  

A Let’s start by practising writing sentences using inverted commas correctly. Spot the punctuation error in these sentences and 

re-write them correctly: 

 

i “Do you think you could stop talking”? asked the Mr Redhead, sarcastically. 

ii  Quickly, get under the umbrella before it starts to rain,” commanded Dan. 

iii “Please may I have a sandwich? asked Adrian” 

iv “Add some salt” to the soup, said the chef. 

v Ruby said, I’ve got new spotty wellies.” 

vi “Mushrooms are slimy and horrible, said William 

 

 

B These sentences have too many inverted commas. Re write these sentences using only the correct inverted commas. 

 

i “I’ve left my “lunch at home,” said Nathan. 

ii “My “friend is getting married,” said Mum. 

iii “When can “we go outside?” asked Christopher.  

iv Maya asked, “ Please “can we have pasta for tea?” 

v “Be careful” with that!” shouted Mrs Wilkins. 

vi “Are you posting that “letter?” asked David. 

 

 

C Add inverted commas in the correct places to correctly punctuate the sentences below. 

The first one is done for you as an example. 

 

-“-You can’t --- boss me around, -“- said Ava.--- 

--- Can you give --- me some advice? --- asked --- Dylan. 

--- I’m going to win the race, --- said --- Alison. --- 

--- Yes, --- I’d love to go, --- replied Matthew. --- 

--- There’s a hole in my shoe! --- said --- Kirsty. --- 

--- Let’s go --- and play in the snow, --- said Luca. --- 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjm6pg8


D The following passage from Goldilocks and the Three Bears has been written without inverted commas. Re write the passage 

correctly, using inverted commas. 

 

Little Bear it is time for breakfast said Mummy Bear sweetly. Mmmmm I love porridge said Baby Bear happily. Be careful 

because it is hot said Mummy Bear. I think it is too hot to eat said Baby Bear. Why don’t we go for a walk in the forest and let 

our porridge cool down said Mummy Bear kindly. 

 

 

E 

Write a short conversation between yourself and a friend about what you have been doing during lockdown. Don’t forget the 

rules for using inverted commas. 

You will use this piece of writing tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 

  


